Agent Confident - the power of positive attitude
Having faith in their own capability, their knowledge and
understanding is a key aspect of Agent Confident. This
agent is gaining wisdom whilst embarking on a learning
journey. Agent Confident has the ambition to achieve
their goals and realise their potential. On their journey
they show humility to ask for help if needed and feel
empowered to maintain their vision. (Superhero pose)

The agents and their social stories
As a super social learner, there are a number of agents
within you which can be deployed to make you a better
learner. There are 7 learning agents: Agent Considerate,
Agent Curious, Agent Resilient, Agent Creative, Agent
Reflective, Agent Confident and Agent Strategy.
Sometimes you might only need to call upon one agent but
at other times you may need a team of agents. Each agent
has certain characteristics which will enable you to learn
effectively as long as you use them.
Let’s find out more about the agents…

Agent Strategy - the power of focus
Agent Strategy always has a plan and uses
reasoning and evidence to justify choices. This
agent thinks about the best approach to apply
to a situation. Agent Strategy has the purpose
of a task in mind and makes deliberate and
intentional decisions. Agent Strategy thinks
critically and doesn’t always go with the first
idea. (Tool box)

Deploy your agents now!

Agent Considerate - the power of thoughtfulness
Agent Considerate is very thoughtful and thinks
deeply. This agent enjoys collaborating with others
and shows courtesy towards others’ ideas, opinions
and beliefs. Agent Considerate has empathy for
people, shows compassion and can forgive them
when things go wrong. Agent Considerate is a good
listener and tries hard to be friendly and inclusive
of everyone which makes for a very popular
agent. (Thought bubble)

Agent Curious - the power of wonder
Wondering about the world and asking
questions is what Agent Curious does best.
When faced with new and challenging tasks,
this agent has an open-mind and explores
solutions inquisitively. Agent Curious has a
thirst for knowledge and enjoys engaging
with
other
people’s
ideas
and
activities. (Magnifying glass)

Agent Resilient - the power of yet
Agent Resilient demonstrates perseverance
when taking on new challenges and uses grit to
overcome obstacles. This agent has incredible
bouncebackability and optimism, even when
stuck in the learning pit. Agent Resilient knows
that the power of yet helps us to be resilient
along the learning journey. When tackling
something difficult, Agent Resilient shows
bravery, determination and commitment in
achieving their goal. (Shield)

Agent Creative - the power of imagination
Agent Creative has enthusiasm for everything
they do. This agent dares to think outside the
box which makes them flexible enough to achieve
their goals. Agent Creative is able to make
connections about the world around them and
consider different perspectives. When Agent
Creative is in action, they are resourceful and
not afraid to take risks. This allows them to
generate new ideas in their thinking which paves
the way for originality. (Paintbrush)

Agent Reflective - the power to improve
Agent Reflective does not rush learning. They
pause often and notice, choosing when to
snorkel or scuba dive to find out more. Agent
Reflective demonstrates self-discipline. This
agent creates and retells stories of success,
narrating their learning journey, which helps
with understanding how to navigate the next
step. Agent Reflective is happy to learn from
mistakes. They use Kaizen (a little bit of
improvement everyday) as a reminder that
learning is a continuous life-long journey and
shows gratitude for all opportunities to grow.
(Mirror)

